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falke 80 number 132 pics
January 17 2011 at 10:26 PM

hisham saleh  (Login joeblack86)

i try to upload this pics directly to the site , but i can't 
 

so i upload it in another site , and here is the links 
 

see this pictures and tell me what you think? 
 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/642125/thread/1295303188?moveTo=previous
http://www.network54.com/Forum/642125/thread/1295303188?moveTo=next
http://www.network54.com/Profile/joeblack86
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Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Thanks for those pics Hisham January 18 2011, 1:27 AM 

The rifle looks like it has seen a lot of use. Neither of the sights are original, unfortunately. The match-style stock also looks as if it has been significantly remodelled and the stock screws have been
replaced. 

 
I still think 150 US dollars is not a bad price for a Falke 80 in this condition, although that assumes the internal parts are present and functional. If you can sort out fittings for a telescopic sight (see
THIS THREAD) then potentially you will end up with a powerful and accurate gun that should last for many years to come. The piston seal and spring are fairly easy to replace, although other parts
would have to be made up. 

But bear in mind that this rifle is more than 50 years old. Depending on what you want it for, you may find that buying a modern air rifle is more suited to your needs. 
 

 
------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
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Michael Meijer
 (Login M.Meijer)

Re: falke 80 number 132 pics January 18 2011, 12:50 PM 

Hello Hisham, 
 

Thank you for the pictures; they shed conclusive light on the rifle and it's asking price, as it does make sense. As observed by Garvin it seems the stock has been modified by some owner in the past.
Does it still have the original plastic (or bakelite) butt plate - as the one under the pistol grip seems to be amiss. 

 
The most intrigueing part of these models 80/90 , to me anyway, is the low numbers that seem to have many duplicates as well. 

 So, with a model 90 having the same No.132 and the same calibre, could you have a look -perhaps with a picture - at the number underneath the breech? 
 You see, I still entertain a thought that (too many) mistakes were made! 

 
Despite the lack of sights and other modifications it is still a rifle worth considering, but I have nothing else to say that Garvin has already mentioned. 

 It really depends on what you want, and what freedom you have by your local laws. 
 Any beginning shooter I always advise to buy a good quality used gun of a wellknown brand. 

 That way you can experience a good quality gun for reduced costs, and in the case you decide shooting is not what you feel like doing, you can easily pass it on, not seldom for the same money!
That is why a good brand is important. 

 When you buy a new and cheap rifle, you will loose money, guanteed, when selling it on. 
 

But you can start with this Falke. As Garvin says, it is not a bad deal if it is shooting well, but make sure you have the knowledge and intention to deal with an old gun or you will be disappointed. 
 Again, the laws in Egypt will tell you whether you are free to buy, or sell, such a gun, in other words how simple it is, or not, to give this a try. 

 
By the way, your english is good - not to be taken for granted! 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/642125/post?messageid=1295303188
http://www.network54.com/Profile/Garvin2
http://www.network54.com/Forum/642127/thread/1270579444
http://www.network54.com/Index/103829
http://www.network54.com/Index/105071
http://www.network54.com/Forum/642125/post?messageid=1295314043
http://www.network54.com/Profile/M.Meijer


Regards, Mike Meijer 
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hisham saleh
 (Login joeblack86)

Questions January 18 2011, 7:56 PM 

hi, 
 i think i'll take your advice and buy it - it's a good feeling to have such a unique airgun . 

 about law in egypt - airgun don't need a licence but i think i'll have a little problem when i add scope to it . 
 i'll travel to cairo (egypt capital) hope i can find a scope fit to it in 

 professional gunshops . 
 but i have some questions i hope u answer 

 1- when this gun was made ? 
 2- how can i clean it and add oil to it's parts ? i perfer a video if possible . 

 3- what's the efective range of this airgun with and without a scope if it's in agood condition ? 
 4- if u can find me the scope name that fit with your model 80 i'll be greatful ? 

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

All interesting questions January 18 2011, 8:39 PM 

Hisham. The rifle was probably made some time around 1955, give or take a year or two. They were only made between about 1952 and 1958, when the company ran into financial trouble. 

Regarding oil, if the rifle is in good order internally, you can put a few drops of silicon oil into the loading tap, close the tap and stand the rifle on its butt overnight. The oil will soak into the
leather washer and restore it if it's dry. 

If you can dismantle the rifle to check on the condition of the piston washer, so much the better. It is fairly straightforward. Take a look at this threa d. The rear trigger block unscrews from the
cylinder. Just be careful about releasing the spring pressure when you unscrew it. 

 
I've been meaning to do a stripdown and to post up detailed pics, but I haven't managed to get around to it so far! 

 
When you choose a scope, make sure you choose one that is designed for air rifles, not powder burners. Spring-powered air rifles put a different kind of stress on scopes due to their particular
recoil characteristics. 

 
In my opinion, if the rifle is working close to its full power potential, its effective range against small mammals (ie. rats, rabbits etc) and small birds should be somewhere between 25 and 35
metres, assuming you are capable of shooting it accurately at those ranges. It may be capable of kills at longer ranges but achieving accuracy is difficult with a relatively low-powered air rifle,
especially since the .22 calibre pellet produces a 'loopy' trajectory. 

 
Good luck!

 
------------------------------
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